By CLASS INCLUDED. Sire of 3 in 1:55 - 13 in 2:00 including BRECKENRIDGE 2, 1:55.2s, 3, Q1:53.3s, BT 1:52.4f- '23 ($528,356); DUDE INCLUDED 2, 1:57.2s, 3, 1:53.0f ($778,915); WORTH YOUR WHILE 3, 1:55.3s, 4, 1:54.4s- '22, 2T 1:54.0s-22 ($87,249); KANDYS CLARICE 2, 2:02.3h, 3, Q2:02.0h- '23, BT Q1:59.1s- '23 ($61,942) etc.

1st dam
TROPICAL BREEZE AS 2, 2:00.1f, 3, 1:57.4f, BT 1:56.4s ($74,469) 3 wins, by STRIKING SAHRA 3, 1:56.0. At 2, third in ONSS Gold elim at Rideau Carleton. At 3, winner of ONSS Grassroots div at Georgian Downs; second in ONSS Grassroots div (3 times), Ontario Graduate Series leg at Georgian Downs; third in ONSS Grassroots elim at Mohawk. From 6 Living foals, including a two-year-old of 2023, dam of 3 winners (3 in 1:58) including-

WORLDSTONECOLD AS (g, Lionhunter) 2, Q2:02.4f, 3, 1:57.3f, BT 1:55.0-22 ($79,641) 5 wins. At 2, winner of Buckeye Stallion Series div at Bucyrus; second in KY Fair S. div at Lebanon. At 3, third in Buckeye Stallion Series div at Miami Valley Gaming And Racing, KY Fair S. div (twice) at Lebanon, KY Fair S. div at Lebanon.

TROPICAL SPLASH AS (g, Dejarmbro) 3, 1:57.0f, BT 1:55.4f ($67,614) 6 wins. At 3, winner of KY Fair S. div (twice); second in Buckeye Stallion Series div at Scioto Downs, KY Fair S. div at Lebanon; third in Buckeye Stallion Series div at Scioto Downs, KY Fair S. div at Lebanon.

BAHAMA MAMA AS (m, Muscle Mass) 2, 1:59.2s, 3, 1:57.4h, BT 1:56.3h ($56,959) 3 wins. At 2, second in ONSS Grassroots div (twice).

Tropicana As (m, Manofmanymissions) 2, Q2:01.0s, BT 1:58.0s ($6,468). At 2, third in ONSS Gold leg at Mohawk. Blown Away As (m, Yankee Glide). From 7 foals, dam of 6 winners (1GD) including-

NEVELE DUCHESS 2, TD2:01.1, 3, 2:00.2 ($19,561) 4 wins, by NEVELE PRIDE 4, T1:54.4. From 11 foals, dam of 2 winners (.1 in 1:58) including-

MARLEEN AS (m, Malabar Man) BT Q1:59.1 ($120,821) 7 wins. TROPICAL BREEZE AS (m, Striking Sahra) 2, 2:00.1f, 3, 1:57.4f, BT 1:56.4s ($74,469) 3 wins. As Above.

Artistic AS (h, Malabar Man) 2, Q2:01.1, BT 1:57.2 ($16,496). At 2, third in International Stallion S. div at The Red Mile, John Simpson Memorial div at The Red Mile.

Blue Racer AS (m, Yankee Gide) BT 1:59.1f ($2,400). At 2, third in PA Stallion Series div at Pocono Downs. Dam of Black Racer As. Now 2 etc.

Thepoweroflove AS (m, Striking Sahra). Dam of NALA AS 2, Q2:02.2, 3, Q1:56.3, BT 1:55.1s ($15,780); Kara Vita Chrissy 2, Q2:02.4s, BT Q1:59.3s etc.

3rd dam
NEVELE DUCHESS 2, TD2:01.1, 3, 2:00.2 ($19,561) 4 wins, by NEVELE PRIDE 4, T1:54.4. From 11 foals, dam of-

Nilema Pearl (m, Texas). Dam of UNSER DIAMANT 1:58.3h, BT 1:57.0h ($149,841) etc. Eternal Circle (m, Mack Lobell) Grandam of CIRCLE OF LIFE AS 3, Q1:56.4, 1:56.0f- '22, BT 1:55.0f ($99,544); NEW MUSIC AS 3, 1:56.2s, BT 1:56.1s ($23,359) etc. Noblesse As (m, Mack Lobell). Dam of SOMEBODY AS 3, 1:55.1s, 1:52.1f, BT 1:52.0f ($648,356); NOVELTY AS 2, 1:59.2s, 3, Q1:55.4s, BT 1:54.2s ($197,840); OBLIGE AS 1:58.3h ($149,006); TEQUILA SUNRISE AS 2, 1:55.2, 3, 1:55.2 ($28,150) etc. grandam of TORN TO PIECES AS 3, 1:56.4f, BT 1:55.4 ($33,342); POKEMON AS 3, 1:55.3f ($23,154) etc.

Perfect View As (m, Like A Prayer). Dam of PERFECT CHAPTER AS 3, 1:57.1f, 1:53.2s, BT 1:52.2s ($334,519); Perfect Angel A. Now 2 etc.

4th dam
DUCHESS OF INWOOD 2, 3:08.3f, 2:03.3f ($5,332) 3 wins, by ARNIE ALMAHURST 3, T1:57.2. From 5 foals, dam of 1 winner including-

Nevele Duchess (m, Nevele Pride) 2, TD2:01.1, 3, 2:00.2 ($19,561) 4 wins. As Above. Prides Duchess (m, Nevele Pride). Grandam of VITANI AS 4, 1:59.0f, BT 1:55.1 ($41,524); KAYLA AS 3, 1:57.0f ($30,986) etc.

5th dam
REINE DU JOUR by BLAZE HANOVER 3, 1:59.4. From 10 foals, dam of 6 winners (1DG) including-

TALL N HANDSOME (g, Snagged) 2, T2:09.0, 3, 2:01.3, 4, 1:58.4 ($118,757) 30 wins. Mr Jody (g, Jodevin) 2T2:04.2h ($115,197). 7 wins. Duchess Of Inwood (m, Arnne Almahurst) 3, 2:08.3f, 2:03.3f ($5,332) 3 wins. As Above. Magic Goddess (m, Snagged). Dam of BGS JESSIE 2, 2:10.0h, 3, 2:06.1h, 4, Q2:05.s, BT 1:58.3 ($39,280) etc.